
AUSTRALIAN MADE
LOCAL MANUFACTURING

The Botton + Gardiner Urban Range is made entirely in 

Australia from locally sourced materials.

From humble beginnings in 1995, today Botton + Gardiner’s 

extensive in-house design and manufacture capabilities 

paired with specialist subcontractor relationships, delivers 

high quality, quintessential furniture to improve the public 

space and stand the test of time. Our belief in sourcing 

local, durable, sustainable materials brought together with 

Australian manufacturing forms the core of our company 

culture and DNA. 

Our in-house design team gives us full control over the 

development and execution of product and ensures we are 

dynamic and adaptable.  The design team work hand in 

hand with our manufacturers to deliver well considered and 

trustworthy furniture. Pairing expert in-house manufacturing 

facilities and collaborations with specialist craftsmen ensures 

we have flexibility in selecting the best fit required to deliver 

public space furniture to your specific requirements. 

These controlled design and manufacturing capabilities allow 

Botton + Gardiner to ensure high quality is paramount from 

manufacture through to delivery, all on short local lead times. 

From using select grade hardwoods to polishing aluminium 

frames by hand, Botton + Gardiner oversees all elements that 

go into making furniture the community will enjoy for many 

years to come. 

Throughout this catalogue we are so proud to show oS real 

imagery of the manufacturing processes undertaken locally 

in Sydney to create our Urban Range furniture in celebration 

and appreciation of the physical hard work, high level of 

detail and craftsmanship that goes into our products. Scan 

the QR codes for info on what is happening in each image.
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Sizes Urban Seats
Standard lengths in each finish

*** Frame spacing is structural and determined by Botton + Gardiner on the spanning ability of the slat finish. 

The same seat type may vary in frame quantity between finishes and lengths.

 Check your quotation for the number of frames per item. 
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Classic
Urban Seat

FINISHES 

Slats - Hardwood, DuraSlat™, Aluminium or Alugrain battens.

Frame + Armrests - Cast aluminium, polished or powdercoated. 

See pages 105 - 113 for standard colour options. 

FEATURES

Designed specifically for the harsh demands of public spaces in the Australian landscape, including sea side.

Public spaces can be vulnerable to high levels of wear and tear or vandalism, replacement slats and parts available as required. 

The Classic Urban Seat in hardwood makes a durable and stunning indoor seating alternative to upholstered sofas in lobbies, 
entry points and thoroughfares. 

ADD ONS page 79

Opt to add Urban Classic Armrests to assist with ease of access for the elderly.

Opt to add skate stoppers to discourage skateboard damage to your furniture.

Add a memorial plaque to a seat being donated to a public space to commemorate someone special.

OPTIONS

See page 47 for standard sizes. 

Local manufacture allows us to tailor the seat length to your requirements, give us a call to discuss.

This seat can be ordered, with Urban Accessible Armrests, to meet the guidelines of Australian Standards 1428.2 so will aid in 
achieving project DDA compliance, see pages 84 - 89 for more info. 

Multiple fixing methods to suit a wide array of installation variables (including inclines). 

WARRANTY

5 years

INDICATIVE LEADTIME

3-5 weeks, dependent on quantity and finishes selected.

FIXING

Fixed by others or loose with glides, see pages 94 - 97 for options.

The original and beloved, our flagship Classic Urban Seat is a beautiful 

balance of elegant curves, classic arches and enduring longevity. Use 

solo or in picnic settings, indoor or outdoors, with such a wide array of 

finishes and colours the Urban Classic seat won’t disappoint.

HARDWOOD DURASLAT ALUMINUM ALUGRAIN
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